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WARNING PELIGRO  ACHTUNG ATTENTION 

 

IMPORTANT: RISK IS EVERYWHERE 

While it’s impossible to completely eliminate risk in any activity, I strongly encourage anyone starting or 

changing an exercise program to take common-sense steps to minimize the likelihood of any exercise-

induced accidents or complications. 

It is YOUR responsibility to take the necessary precautions and to educate yourself as to what risks there 

may be and what benefits may be gained by accepting such risks.  YOU then decide whether the 

potential for benefit outweighs any known or unknown risks. 

You do look both ways before crossing the street, don’t you? 

Wouldn’t you also check the depth of water before diving in head first? 

I hope you’re the type who realizes the coffee is a drink usually served hot before you spill it on your lap. 

It should go without saying (but I’ll say it anyway in case you weren’t already aware), it’s always a good 

idea to discuss your plans with your doctor/health professional before starting any fitness program. 

 

! 
Stay safe.  Stay strong. 

Play to win. 



 

  



INTRODUCTION 

By Scott Seifferlein, PGA Golf Guru 

You are about to read a very important piece to the golf puzzle.  I have twisted the arm of my fitness-

expert friend “Mighty” Joe Stankowski to provide you the essentials of golf fitness.  Why have I done this 

for you when we have yet to even meet?  Because I want you to be fully prepared to receive and 

implement all of the insider golf swing secrets that I will be providing you.  I want you to be able to stay 

in balance.  I want you to have improved awareness of your motion.  And I want you to be able to 

produce explosive speed. 

Joe is a renowned author, fitness trainer to celebrities, training adviser to Men’s Fitness magazine and 

frequent contributor to many other well known fitness mags – and has been called one of the top 

personal trainers in the USA.  He is a trusted advisor and I am pleased to have him as a contributor to 

your golf gifts. 

Hit ‘em hard – and enjoy! 

Scott Seifferlein 

 

 

  



  



I’m frequently asked what the secret to fitness is. 

My short answer: eat right and exercise. 

Of course, “fitness” means different things to different people, so we need the ability to interpret and 

apply this basic advice differently depending on the individual. 

For the competitive bodybuilder, it has a lot to do with large, symmetrical muscle development coupled 

with minimal body fat.  At the opposite end of the scale, marathon runners and long distance cyclists 

need to develop stamina to handle the demands of their chosen sports.  To them, ‘fitness’ requires the 

conditioning of specific energy systems of the body. 

But what is the most appropriate kind of fitness for a golfer? 

Well, if you think about it, you only produce actual “work” for about 3 minutes over a course of 18 

holes. 

Wait!? Only THREE minutes, you say? 

From backswing to follow-through, the typical golf swing takes about 1 second.  According to PGA swing 

coach and creator of www.GolfAcademyOfMichigan.com Scott Seifferlein, the actual range is .93 to 1.2 

seconds. 

Even if you’re hitting 100+, only 40 to 45 of your shots are likely to be full swings.  Another 40 or so will 

be putts; the remainder is an assortment of chips, pitches and half swings. 

Assuming you walk the course and carry your clubs, you’re walking no more than a few hundred yards at 

a time at a relatively leisurely pace, so you might be starting to see why I argue against golf as a form of 

‘exercise’. 

Now golf is unique in the way it REQUIRES fitness, but even if you’re playing several rounds a week, the 

sport does very little to build it. 

So getting back to the actual work being done during an 18-hole round, multiply your 1-second efforts 

by the number of time you put some purposeful oomph into hitting the ball (50-70) plus any practice 

swings and you’ll see that marathon-style, long duration cardiovascular training doesn’t really apply to 

golf any more than bodybuilding training would. 

So what specific fitness skills should a golfer develop? 

(I’m glad you finally asked!) 

1) Proprioceptive awareness (this is what the yoga crowd refers to as “mind-muscle connection”) 

2) ACTIVE Range of Motion 

3) Stability-endurance 

  



PROPRIOCEPTIVE AWARENESS 

NOTHING will help you swing a club better than quality repetition of that activity.  But as they say, 

“perfect practice makes perfect”. 

Though t it’s hard to practice perfectly if you can’t consistently reproduce joint angles and movements.  

Even with your PGA swing coach standing over you telling you to keep your arms straight, turn your 

wrists, etc – if you can’t FEEL those motions, it’s hard to recreate them with any degree of regularity. 

This has nothing to do with developing big muscles; instead, this skill is a function of your nervous 

system. 

One of the simplest exercises to quickly improve your ‘mind-muscle connection’ is to stand on one foot. 

Yes, I’m serious. 

Wherever you are right now, stand up – preferably with bare feet – and see how long you can balance 

on one leg without hanging on to any external support or compensating by contorting all over the place. 

I have yet to find an untrained adult who can control this position for even 30 seconds without grabbing 

onto a chair or bracing their raised foot against their stationary leg for support, so don’t feel bad if you 

find yourself using a little toe-tapping to help you stay upright in the beginning. 

In fact, what you’ll probably find is that 10-15 seconds into this drill, you’ll begin to FEEL your foot and 

ankle making progressively bigger adjustments.  That’s a good thing.  You’re stimulating your nervous 

system to become aware of weight shift, changes in muscle tension, etc. 

Unlike muscles which can take days to recover from a strenuous workout, the nervous system adapts 

very quickly, so you can see improvements almost immediately and you can perform this exercise 

several times daily.  When you fatigue, take a short break before switching to the other leg. 

As soon as you’re able to control this exercise for a full 30 seconds, try doing it again – but this time with 

your eyes closed. 

A funny thing happens when you remove 1/5 of your senses – especially sight – from a neutrally 

engaging exercise such as this: you’re forced to rely even MORE on your ability to feel.  That is exactly 

what we want.  It gives you a better sense of control in all movements (including the golf swing!) 

If/when you’re able to master that progression, take it to an even higher level yet by standing on one 

foot, eyes closed while extending one arm to your side… now do arm-circles! 

You can use these exercise variations to fire up your nervous system as part of a daily training plan or 

even before (or during) a round of golf. 

  



ACTIVE RANGE OF MOTION 

There are plenty of arguments for and against stretching.  I fall strongly on the side of the latter.  While 

it is important to have a full range of motion, it’s even more important to have CONTROL over whatever 

range of motion you have to work with. 

To produce a powerful swing (read: maximal club head speed), you need to take advantage of the elastic 

energy stored in your stretched muscles at the top of your backswing (this elastic energy significantly 

diminishes within 4 seconds, by the way) before beginning the downward movement of the club. 

Traditional stretching techniques increase your passive range of motion (ROM).  This can be useful when 

you want to mute the reflexive action of a tight muscle (i.e. certain rehab applications), but in most 

sports, it’s far better to maintain your ability to react and contract at the drop of a hat. 

To illustrate the difference between active and passive ROM, find a rubber band – new, elastic & supple. 

Now take that rubber band and stretch it around a big, thick book.  If you live in a major city, your local 

yellow pages should do the trick.  Leave the rubber band around the book for a couple of weeks.  When 

you come back to check on it, you’ll see it’s still stretched to the exact same dimensions it was when you 

put it on, but when you take it off, you’ll find that it lost some of its elastic properties.  Chances are it 

can no longer contract to its original size. 

Static stretching – the kind where you put a muscle in a lengthened position for 30 to 60 seconds or 

more – has the same effect on your muscles.  Not a good idea if you want to crank out drives that’ll 

make your golf partner’s jaw drop. 

“But stretching feels good” 

As I understand it, so does smoking crack*.  But is sure as heck doesn’t improve your performance, now 

does it?    (*not a recommendation; I’m just trying to make a point!) 

If you want to hit the ball far, don’t make the mistake of using stretching techniques that cause your 

muscles become weak and slow to contract. 

Looking at the other side of the flexibility coin 

Rather than follow the outdated, lengthen-the-tight-muscles approach, I find it infinitely more valuable 

to look at ROM through my strengthen-the-weak-muscles glasses.  The beauty of this approach is that if 

you’re restricted in ANY movement, you can increase your active ROM, minimize (even eliminate!) pain 

or chance of injury and quickly improve your ability to crush the ball off the tee! 

First thing you need to understand about “tightness”:  it is a protective mechanism.  For example, your 

tight hamstrings (back of your thigh) could be compensating for weakness in the FRONT of your hip or 

knee. 

If you s -t - r -e - t -c -h  away the tightness (symptom), you still have the weakness (cause) to contend 

with.  This scenario leaves you weak and lax – a perfect storm of injury in the making. 



BUT… if you deal with the weakness instead, your body will sense stability and balance around the 

joint(s) in question and respond by allowing the tight muscle(s) to relax and function normally.

Pretty cool, huh? 

Since we’re focusing on the golf swing, here’s a common stretch that should be outlawed and 

punishable by death: 

The intent is to stretch the tight [protective] muscles to create a greater range of motion.  The 

that the muscles can gain some temporary ‘length’, but if the opposing 

addressed, we can only hope the stretched muscles quickly respond by tightening up 

Maybe it’s just me, but I’d rather have fully functioning, protective limitations than 

and prone to injury.  Would you cover a warning light on your dashboard with a piece of duct

would you rather figure out what the problem is and get it taken care of?

Now here’s how I’d increase trunk rotation by addressing the

 

 

  

Start by lying on your side next to a basketball, medicine ball (or your golf bag, for that matter).  With 

your top leg bent to 90 degrees at both the hip and the knee, lightly 

between your knee and the ground while opening the “clamshell” created by your arms.  Only open up 

as far as you can maintain steady pressure on the ball/bag.  All it takes is 6 repetitions of 4

each (done on both sides, of course).  When you can get both shoulder 

all the strength – and length – you’ll need to get on the road to being a power hitter.

BUT… if you deal with the weakness instead, your body will sense stability and balance around the 

joint(s) in question and respond by allowing the tight muscle(s) to relax and function normally.

ince we’re focusing on the golf swing, here’s a common stretch that should be outlawed and 
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Start by lying on your side next to a basketball, medicine ball (or your golf bag, for that matter).  With 
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STABILITY-ENDURANCE 

Now that you have the ability to FEEL join

can look at the 3rd essential ingredient of a finely tuned golf

Even though you’re only swinging the club for 3 minutes per round, a full round of golf does last for 

several hours.  If you really want to feel like a touring pro, you ne

were at the 1st.  

To develop the capacity to maintain proper spinal alignment over the course of a game, we can take a 

lesson from the book of powerlifting.  

Unlike powerlifters who progressively condition their bodies to lift a maximal weight for a 

repetition, golfers can use this same exercise at a much lighter load for high reps 

per set.  Rather than focusing on weight at our main progression variable, we can use diminishing rest 

intervals. 

Here’s how you do it: 

Put TWO golf bags on the floor, one on either side of you 

‘em ☺.  Squat down nice and low so you can grab ‘em and hang on tight.  Now stand up.

That’s one. 

You only have 14 (or 19!) more to go

You’re going to have to bend at the hips to achieve the bottom position, but keep your spine as 

“neutral” as possible (maintain the normal curves of your back).  If you can’t maintain this position for 

the full set, STOP!  Before you start again, lighten the load by takin

golfers usually don’t play very well (unless you’re name happens to start with the letter “T” and end with 

“iger Woods”) 

Now that you have the ability to FEEL joint angles and have increased your ACTIVE range of motion

essential ingredient of a finely tuned golf-fit machine: stability endurance.

Even though you’re only swinging the club for 3 minutes per round, a full round of golf does last for 

several hours.  If you really want to feel like a touring pro, you need to be as sharp on the 18

To develop the capacity to maintain proper spinal alignment over the course of a game, we can take a 

lesson from the book of powerlifting.  More specifically, an exercise known as the deadlift

ike powerlifters who progressively condition their bodies to lift a maximal weight for a 

repetition, golfers can use this same exercise at a much lighter load for high reps – we’re talking 15

per set.  Rather than focusing on weight at our main progression variable, we can use diminishing rest 
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) more to go 
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the full set, STOP!  Before you start again, lighten the load by taking a few clubs out of each bag.  Injured 

golfers usually don’t play very well (unless you’re name happens to start with the letter “T” and end with 
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Diminishing Rest Intervals 

When you’re just starting out, take 90 seconds rest between sets 

workout.  If 90 seconds seems like a lot of time, try adding some weight to the exercise.  This will be the 

load you’ll use for the next 5 weeks.

The next week, take 75 seconds.  Week 3: 60 seconds.  Week 4: 45.  And week 5, take just 30 seconds 

rest.  When week 6 comes around, add some extra weight to the exercise and start back at 75 seconds 

rest once again. 

A couple other nice side effects to using the deadl

core – the foundation of any good swing.

Do these high-rep deadlifts 2 or 3 times a week and just be sure to send me a nice thank you note when 

you find your ball ends up an additional 10 to 20 yards do

 

Deadlifts are the foundation of a powerful swing

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Deadlift: Side View 
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you find your ball ends up an additional 10 to 20 yards down the fairway. 
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    ???     AND EXERCISE  

(a fill-in-the-blank-pop-quiz) 

If you remember back in the beginning of this book, I told you that fitness is the result of the application 

of little more than 2 basic concepts: Eat Right and Exercise. 

You probably (make that hopefully) already know that the hot dog, candy bar and beer (or 3) you wolf 

down mid-round probably isn’t going to help you on the back nine. 

So what should the high-performance golfer eat?  And when? 

As a general rule o’ thumb, to keep your metabolism revved up and mental acuity on overdrive, barring 

any food allergies, medical conditions or any other issues which may reach beyond the scope of this 

writing, it’s a good idea to consume a lean, complete protein and a serving (or 2) of fibrous vegetables 

every 2-3 waking hours.  Yes, this means during your round of golf, too. 

Depending when you last ate, simply plan on eating again 2 to 3 hours later.  This could mean the 4th 

hole or maybe the 12th.  It really depends you YOUR schedule, not mine.  When it’s time to refuel, it’s 

time to refuel. 

And don’t tell me you can’t bring a small cooler-bag with a pre-cooked chicken breast and a handful of 

baby spinach.  Or some cottage cheese and raw broccoli florets.  Or any other protein/vegetable foods 

you enjoy.  Successful people find ways to do the things successful people DO.  A little planning goes a 

long way. 

Save those starchy carbs (bread, rice, cereal, pasta, potatoes, etc) until after your more intense 

workouts off the course.  You DO work out, don’t you? 

Contrary to the fad-diet advice you’ll see while standing in line at the grocery store, nutrition doesn’t 

have to be overly complicated.  My favorite source of “eat right” information is from biochemist guru, 

Dr. John Berardi – many of us in the fit-biz know him as “JB”.  His program (found at 

www.PrecisionNutritionPlan.com) serves as the basis of the nutritional side of the equation I use with 

my private coaching/consulting clients.  The complete program sells for about US$100 and is worth 

every penny. 

But before you whip out your credit card, since I’m in JB’s “inner circle”, he’s given me permission to 

share a private link to a free 8-day mini-course which gives you all the tools you’ll need to “get” this 

whole eat-right thing – including the 10 nutritional habits which form the core of his program. 

You can sign up for the free program at www.tinyurl.com/freePN - but you might not want to tell your 

golf buddies about this – it’s the secret weapon of many top athletes.  Whether you get the full program 

or the freebie e-course, at the very least, make ‘em beg for the secret to your newfound success on the 

golf course! 

Now I’m going to step aside so you can play through… 
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